Hardcover Fiction

1. Iron Flame
   Rebecca Yarros, Entangled: Red Tower Books, $29.99, 9781649374172

2. Fourth Wing Special Edition
   Rebecca Yarros, Entangled: Red Tower Books, $32.99, 9781649376169

3. Fourth Wing
   Rebecca Yarros, Entangled: Red Tower Books, $29.99, 9781649374042

4. Demon Copperhead
   Barbara Kingsolver, Harper, $32.50, 9780063251922

5. Lessons in Chemistry
   Bonnie Garmus, Doubleday, $29, 9780385547345

6. Tom Lake
   Ann Patchett, Harper, $30, 9780063327528

7. The Covenant of Water
   Abraham Verghese, Grove Press, $32, 9780802162175

8. Resurrection Walk
   Michael Connelly, Little, Brown, $30, 9780316563765

9. The Exchange
   John Grisham, Doubleday, $29.95, 9780385548953

*10. The Future
    Naomi Alderman, Simon & Schuster, $28.99, 9781668025680

11. Let Us Descend
    Jesmyn Ward, Scribner, $28, 9781982104498

12. Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow
    Gabrielle Zevin, Knopf, $28, 9780593321201

13. The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
    James McBride, Riverhead Books, $28, 9780593422946

*14. The Mysteries
    Bill Watterson, John Kascht, Andrews McMeel, $19.99, 9781524884949

*15. The Secret
    Lee Child, Andrew Child, Delacorte Press, $28.99, 9781984818584

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
# Hardcover Non-Fiction

1. **The Woman in Me**  
   Britney Spears, Gallery Books, $32.99, 97816686009048

2. **Prequel**  
   Rachel Maddow, Crown, $32, 9780593444511

3. **How to Know a Person**  
   David Brooks, Random House, $30, 9780593230060

4. **My Name Is Barbra**  
   Barbra Streisand, Viking, $47, 9780525292524

5. **The Creative Act**  
   Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32, 9780593652886

6. **The Wager**  
   David Grann, Doubleday, $30, 9780385534260

7. **Democracy Awakening**  
   Heather Cox Richardson, Viking, $30, 9780593652961

8. **Class**  
   Stephanie Land, Atria/One Signal Publishers, $28, 9781982151393

9. **The Comfort of Crows**  
   Margaret Renkl, Spiegel & Grau, $32, 9781954118461

10. **Eve**  
    Cat Bohannon, Knopf, $35, 9780385350549

11. **World Within a Song**  
    Jeff Tweedy, Dutton, $26, 9780593472521

12. **A City on Mars**  
    Kelly Weinersmith, Zach Weinersmith, Penguin Press, $32, 9781984881724

13. **Enough**  
    Cassidy Hutchinson, Simon & Schuster, $30, 9781668028285

14. **A Fever in the Heartland**  
    Timothy Egan, Viking, $30, 9780735225268

15. **Texture Over Taste**  
    Joshua Weissman, DK, $35, 9780744063509

---
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Paperback Fiction

1. **Bookshops & Bonedust**  
   Travis Baldree, Tor Books, $17.99, 9781250886101

2. **A Court of Thorns and Roses**  
   Sarah J. Maas, Bloomsbury Publishing, $19, 9781635575569

3. **Trust**  
   Hernan Diaz, Riverhead Books, $17, 9780593420324

4. **All the Light We Cannot See**  
   Anthony Doerr, Scribner, $18.99, 9781668017340

5. **Never Whistle at Night**  
   Shane Hawk (Ed.), Theodore C. Van Alst Jr. (Ed.), Vintage, $17, 9780593468463

6. **Legends & Lattes**  
   Travis Baldree, Tor, $17.99, 9781250886088

7. **A Court of Mist and Fury**  
   Sarah J. Maas, Bloomsbury Publishing, $19, 9781635575583

8. **Babel**  
   R.F. Kuang, Harper Voyager, $20, 9780063021433

9. **The Midnight Library**  
   Matt Haig, Penguin, $18, 97805255559498

10. **The Thursday Murder Club**  
    Richard Osman, Penguin, $18, 9781984880987

*11. **The Mountain in the Sea**  
    Ray Nayler, Picador, $18, 9781250872272

*12. **Circe**  
    Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $18.99, 9780316556323

*13. **The Assassin’s Blade**  
    Sarah J. Maas, Bloomsbury Publishing, $19, 9781639731091

*14. **Emily Wilde’s Encyclopaedia of Faeries**  
    Heather Fawcett, Del Rey, $18, 9780593500156

15. **The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo**  
    Taylor Jenkins Reid, Washington Square Press, $17, 9781501161933

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Paperback Non-Fiction

1. **Killers of the Flower Moon**  
   David Grann, Vintage, $18, 9780593470831

2. **Braiding Sweetgrass**  
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $20, 9781571313560

3. **An Immense World**  
   Ed Yong, Random House, $20, 9780593133325

4. **Where the Deer and the Antelope Play**  
   Nick Offerman, Dutton, $18, 9781101984703

5. **The Body Keeps the Score**  
   Bessel van der Kolk, M.D., Penguin, $19, 9780143127741

6. **The Storyteller**  
   Dave Grohl, Dey Street Books, $21.99, 9780063076105

7. **Crying in H Mart**  
   Michelle Zauner, Vintage, $17, 9781984898951

8. **All About Love**  
   bell hooks, Morrow, $16.99, 9780060959470

9. **All That the Rain Promises and More**  
   David Arora, Ten Speed Press, $17.99, 9780898153880

10. **Cascadia Field Guide**  
    Cmarie Fuhrman (Ed.), Mountaineers Books, $29.95, 9781680516227

11. **Dopamine Nation**  
    Dr. Anna Lembke, Dutton, $18, 9781524746742

12. **Entangled Life**  
    Merlin Sheldrake, Random House, $18.99, 9780525510321

13. **Adult Children of Emotionally Immature Parents**  
    Lindsay C. Gibson, New Harbinger Publications, $16.95, 9781626251700

14. **Stay True**  
    Hua Hsu, Anchor, $17, 9780593315200

15. **The Hundred Years’ War on Palestine**  
    Rashid Khalidi, Picador, $19.99, 9781250787651

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Illustrated

1. **Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Sleigh!**
   Mo Willems, Union Square Kids, $18.99, 9781454952770

2. **Taylor Swift: A Little Golden Book Biography**
   Wendy Loggia, Elisa Chavarri (Illus.), Golden Books, $5.99, 9780593566718

3. **The Snowy Day**
   Ezra Jack Keats, Viking Books for Young Readers, $19.99, 9780670012701

4. **The Mitten**
   Jan Brett, G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers, $9.99, 9780399231094

5. **The Big Cheese**
   Jory John, Pete Oswald (Illus.), Harper, $19.99, 9780063329508

6. **How Does Santa Go Down the Chimney?**
   Mac Barnett, Jon Klassen (Illus.), Candlewick, $18.99, 9781536223767

*7. **Construction Site: Taking Flight!**
   Sherri Duskey Rinker, AG Ford (Illus.), Chronicle Books, $17.99, 9781797221922

8. **Goodnight Moon**
   Margaret Wise Brown, Clement Hurd (Illus.), Harper, $10.99, 9780694003617

9. **Dragon's First Taco**
   Adam Rubin, Daniel Salmieri (Illus.), Dial Books, $8.99, 9780593533178

10. **If I Was a Horse**
    Sophie Blackall, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $18.99, 9780316510981

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Early & Middle Readers

1. A Guide to the Dragon World
   Tui T. Sutherland, Joy Ang (Illus.), Scholastic Press, $24.99, 9781338634822

2. A Wolf Called Wander
   Rosanne Parry, MÃ³nica ArmiÃ±o (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $7.99, 9780062895943

3. Rise of the Shadowfire
   Jaimal Yogis, Vivian Truong (Illus.), Graphix, $12.99, 9781338660456

4. When You Trap a Tiger
   Tae Keller, Yearling, $8.99, 9781524715731

5. Super Extra Deluxe Essential Handbook (Pokémon)
   Scholastic, $14.99, 9781338714128

6. A Horse Named Sky
   Rosanne Parry, Kirbi Fagan (Illus.), Greenwillow Books, $18.99, 9780062995957

7. The Lion of Mars
   Jennifer L. Holm, Yearling, $8.99, 9780593121849

8. Allergic
   Megan Wagner Lloyd, Michelle Mee Nutter (Illus.), Graphix, $12.99, 9781338568905

9. The Skull
   Jon Klassen, Candlewick, $19.99, 9781536223361

10. Rez Dogs
    Joseph Bruchac, Dial Books, $7.99, 9780593326220

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Young Adult

1. **Check & Mate**
   Ali Hazelwood, G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers, $14, 9780593619919

2. **Nightbane**
   Alex Aster, Amulet, $19.99, 9781419760907

3. **The Spirit Bares Its Teeth**
   Andrew Joseph White, Peachtree Teen, $19.99, 9781682636114

4. **Lightlark**
   Alex Aster, Amulet, $12.99, 9781419760877

5. **Powerless**
   Lauren Roberts, Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, $19.99, 9781665954884

6. **Divine Rivals**
   Rebecca Ross, Wednesday Books, $18.99, 9781250857439

*7. **Curious Tides**
   Pascale Lacelle, Margaret K. McElderry Books, $21.99, 9781665939270

8. **Braiding Sweetgrass for Young Adults**
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Monique Gray Smith, Nicole Neidhardt (Illus.), Zest Books, $17.99, 9781728458991

*9. **Five Survive**
   Holly Jackson, Delacorte Press, $19.99, 9780593374160

10. **If He Had Been with Me**
    Laura Nowlin, Sourcebooks Fire, $10.99, 9781728205489

---

Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are Northwest bestsellers that are not on the national IndieBound bestseller list.
Children’s Series

1. No Brainer
   Jeff Kinney, Amulet Books, $14.99, 9781419766947

2. Murtagh: The World of Eragon
   Christopher Paolini, Knopf Books for Young Readers,
   $29.99, 9780593650868

3. The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes
   Suzanne Collins, Scholastic Press, $16.99, 9781339016580

4. The Wild Robot Protects
   Peter Brown, Little, Brown Books for Young Readers,
   $17.99, 9780316669412

5. The Chalice of the Gods
   Rick Riordan, Disney Hyperion, $19.99, 9781368098175

*6. Keeper of the Lost Cities
   Shannon Messenger, Gabriella Chianello (Illus.), Aladdin,
   $17.99, 9781534463363

*7. The Last Kids on Earth and the Monster Dimension
   Max Brallier, Douglas Holgate (Illus.), Viking Books for Young Readers, $14.99, 9780593405253

*8. The First Cat in Space and the Soup of Doom
   Mac Barnett, Shawn Harris (Illus.), Katherine Tegen Books,
   $16.99, 9780063084117

9. All Tide Up
   John Patrick Green, First Second, $12.99, 9781250849892

10. Diper Överlöde
    Jeff Kinney, Abrams, $14.99, 9781419762949
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